
Bob Embry
This group of pages is a time navigation tool kit. It offers the opportunity to shift attention from one's immediate exposure to a larger world moving in time. A world in which we are all embedded.It also offers the opportunity and tools to create a customizable work plan. This work plan can then be examined to see if it is adequate.I hope you find these attention directing tools useful and will help me promote the main themes.



A tool for
discovering, designing and planning
your contribution
to the future of society

Consciously*
directing our work

toward
creating

effective futures (and possibly present)
through

a calendarized strategic work plan
aimed at

organization evolution and
the development of our own personal mental patterns

* Consciously aware of the major patterns of
organization development (in a much richer sense
than the HR term) in a world moving toward
unimaginable futures.

Bob Embry
The concepts on this page are explored in this file—"Find" command can be used to locate them. They are also discussed in my introduction page.
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This file is a prototype blue print
for working on

Organization Evolution.

Individuals who have given birth and/or
constructively nurtured organizations that have
become healthy, performing organizations and
continued to wisely evolve over many years are

the true investors–they are appropriately
rewarded (Forbes Rich List).

These people genuinely
“pay it forward”

Organization evolution resides at the core of
social and economic development.

Organization evolution largely explains why we
are part of the developed world and why our
world doesn’t look like this:

Steve Forbes
Why The List (400 Wealthiest)Steve Forbes, Forbes Magazine, 10.08.01, 12:00 AM ET http://www.forbes.com/forbes/2001/1008/029a_print.htmlThis issue vividly illustrates one of America's basic strengths: the extraordinary dynamism and creativity of our free enterprise system, a system that prizes and encourages people who, in Abraham Lincoln's words, try to improve their lot in life. Energy, mobility, change are the constants. Look at how much this list changes each year. Today's success is no guarantee of success tomorrow. The FORBES 400 (http://www.forbes.com/richlist) demonstrates that the the real wealth of our nation is not physical--jewelry, gold, large cash accounts, lots of land--but metaphysical, what stems from the human mind--creativity, imagination, innovation, inventiveness. It is character--a stick-to-itiveness and a willingness to take risks, to take leaps into the unknown. The freedom to turn thoughts, hunches, insights and dreams into realities not only makes America rich but also keeps it perpetually on the move, open to new things and to new ways of doing things. None of us really relishes the oft-disruptive nature of democratic capitalism. Few blacksmiths welcomed the advent of the automobile. But as a society we have been remarkably open and accepting of change, recognizing that ultimately we all benefit from it through a better standard of living and a better chance to move ahead. The tractor and other technological advances sharply reduced the number of people needed as farmers. Former farm laborers, though, earned substantially more working on Henry Ford's moving assembly lines in Detroit than they did tilling fields. Some people look upon this list only voyeuristically--who's got how much, who's up, who's out. They miss the fundamental and infinitely more exciting factor of the mobility, turbulence and creativity of the American economy. The essence of democratic capitalism is not greed or rapaciousness, human emotions that have been with us since the beginning. It is, rather, anticipating and meeting the needs and wants of other people. You may want to do well for yourself, but you and your firm won't succeed unless you offer a product or service that people are willing to buy. One way to describe it is "knowing your customer." Democratic capitalism encourages trust and cooperation. With no central authority guiding us, we work to produce goods and services that continually make our lives materially better. The system takes personal ambition and channels it in ways that can benefit us all from its fulfillment. We have demonstrated, as no other economy has, that life need not be a zero-sum game, that one person's gain is not necessarily another person's loss. High tech is in its infancy. The temporary slump is just that. After all, we have had some 300 serious auto manufacturers over the past century in America. The fact that 99% no longer exist does not mean there is a shortage of cars, vans or SUVs. Some critics carp that a third of our listees inherited wealth. So what? But what they do with it--enhance it, diminish it, give it away--is intriguing. The fact that democratic capitalism has us serving others as an integral function underscores America's philanthropy. Many people still think that commerce and charity are at opposite poles. They are actually two sides of the same coin--the coin of serving others. It is no coincidence that this most commercial of nations is also the most philanthropic. John D. Rockefeller created mighty Standard Oil. He also gave us the University of Chicago and Rockefeller University, and his descendants helped create Colonial Williamsburg and fund our national parks. Democratic capitalism is the most inclusive system in history. Anyone can become part of it. Look at Asia. Only a few decades ago, incredibly, some "experts" said Japan would forever be a poor, underdeveloped, mostly agricultural nation. Experts also opined that Asians didn't have the "right cultural heritage" to build fast-growing, advanced economies. Dozens of years ago Hong Kong was one of the poorest pieces of real estate on earth, with a miserable per capita income, suffering "overpopulation" and utterly lacking in natural resources (it even has to import water). Free enterprise--grounded in strong moral values, as it must be if it is to survive--allows the most unlikely people to burst the bounds of the present with breathtaking breakthroughs and advances, thereby enriching us all.	Read the rest of Fact and Comment.



Acrobat help

� Before working with this file you might want to review
the following topics in the Acrobat Help file. The Help
file can be accessed from the Help menu in either
Acrobat or Acrobat Reader
� Using keyboard shortcuts for menu commands and

navigation
� Adjusting the view of PDF documents
� Reading documents in Full Screen view
� Navigating in PDF documents

� Bookmarks
� Thumbnails
� Links

• External (http://)
� Articles

� Finding words in PDF documents
� Reviewing comments
� Windows/Mac OS shortcuts

Steve Forbes
External (http://)

Bob Embry
This is one style comment



A strategic tool kit for a
rewarding life adventure

Future 
management 

needs

Strategic 
work plan

Mental 
patterns

Attention 
directing

A configuration 
that works as a system 

at the highest conceptual level



Attention directing and connecting

� Every page in this file is an attention directing and
redirecting tool!
�  Each says: “look at me, think about me, connect

me to other ideas.”
� Each idea leads us to thinking and working

“outside the box.”
� Connecting expands our mental universe. It expands

what’s on our radar screens.
� Go to http://www.google.com

and enter “James Burke connections”
in the search box
Explore!

� See “Only connect…” (sub- headline of
management requirements of knowledge: its
economics and productivity) in chapter 10 of
Peter Drucker’s Post-capitalist Society.



Why we need a blue print

� Technical competence, current profitability, and
experience aren’t sufficient to meet the challenges
of the future—which may arrive tomorrow.
� Try searching for:

“restructure restructuring troubled cut costs
workforce layoffs bankruptcy” at
http://money.cnn.com/services/search/
and note the prominent company names the
search returns.

� The future is going to be different and different
from what we expect.

� Our expectations come from our mental patterns
(mind sets).
� Our mental patterns come from yesterday—our

childhood and experiences.
� The different mental patterns at various stages of

human history can be seen in museums.
� We need something to use as a testable benchmark

for navigating our way to the future.

Bob Embry
Unimagined futures

biz/conceptual_resources/vp/unimagined_futures.html
Bob Embry
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Foundations and Opportunity by B.C. Forbes (founder of
Forbes Magazine–”The Capitalist Tool”)

Foundations

If you want to build up a strong,
enduring, worthwhile life, you must
lay the right kind of foundations.

Massive, noble, venerated
structures cannot be raised on
faulty foundations.

Shanties can.

But who would elect to make of
their life a puny, miserable, tumble-
down shanty if, by taking proper
thought and action, they could
erect a more worthy monument?

All success has foundations just as
failure has foundations, of
different character.

Opportunity

Ignorance is blind.
The blind cannot see opportunity.

Fit yourself to see opportunity.
Knowledge (information) illuminates.

Mediocre people wait for
opportunity to come to them.

Strong, able, alert people go after
opportunity.

Opportunity can benefit no one who
has not fitted themselves to seize
it and use it.

Opportunity woos the worthy, shuns
the unworthy

Prepare yourself to grasp
opportunity and opportunity is likely
to come your way. It is not so fickle,
capricious and unreasoning as some
complain.



Prototype Blue Print For Working On
Organization Evolution

� This Acrobat file is a prototype blue print for working
on organization evolution—in a world moving toward
unimaginable futures

� We live in a society of organizations

� Organization evolution is the core of social and
economic development

� The intended end result of working with this file is
an interest profile that is the foundation for a
testable strategic and derived organization evolution
work plan

� A reality based work plan that will lead you to the
developments required to reach your evolving
developmental desires

� A reality based work plan that can be tested
against articles in the news and the concepts
embedded in the changing social and economic
picture

http://www.yahoo.com
http://homepage.mac.com/bobembry/e_world/philanthropy/future_of_society/eld_focused_on_org_ev/pre_road_map/viewpoints/unimagined_futures.html
Bob Embry
There are invisible links on this page—the text with emphasis. Your mouse will change to a pointing hand when it detects one. You can use the go back button to return to this page.

Bob Embry
society of organizations



Prototype blue print

� A blue print provides a specific design. It therefore
entails decisions.

� A prototype is a starting point for possible future
modification.

� This blue print can be modified to discover and  fit
your developmental desires. You can have different
designs at different stages of development.

� This blue print is also a prototype in that it could be
enhanced with multimedia and software capabilities.

� This entire document including the explicit concepts
(beginning with the first page); the implicit concepts
(information resources—authors and their education,
publishers, bookstores, newspapers, magazines,
universities, email, the internet, computer hardware
employed, electricity etc.); the linked documents; the
folder structure revealed in the URL links; and the
software (Acrobat, PowerPoint, Inspiration,
InfoDepot, etc.) used to create the documents is part
of the blue print.



Complexity

The blue print presented in this document is meant to
serve all organizations from small local organizations to the
largest and highest performing organizations in the world.

Of course the areas of interest will vary depending upon
their developmental desires, but the underlying challenges
are the same. We all live in the same world where
people—customers, employees, and investors—are free to
choose.

Also we are all heading into unknown futures with mental
patterns that were formed in our youth and shaped by our
experiences in different situations.

Also it may be easier to pare down something complex than
to expand something simple.



Stop!

� It might be a good idea to pause at this point and fully
digest the previous pages.

� They are the major concepts.
� The ideas that follow are essentially implementation ideas.



How to use this file

� This file is meant to be viewed on screen with an online
connection

� Steps:
� Get an overview by looking at the bookmarks and

thumbnails
� Print the road map (2 pages) in landscape mode (see

bookmarks at left or click on the PDF link)
� Decide what type of worksheet (see next page) you want to

use
� Review each page in the file—starting at page 1.

� As you focus your attention (attention directing)
on a particular area

• What thoughts come to mind?

• What questions do you have?

• What other areas are connected to this one?

� Decide if you want to allocate any further time to
it

� Mark the areas of further interest on the road
map. Make notes on the worksheet if you desire

� Calendarize your action items (your PIM/PDA)

Bob Embry
You will surely want to include my introduction page in this creation of an interest profile.See<http://homepage.mac.com/bobembry/studio/biz/org_ev/index.html>



A worksheet

z This is the worksheet page referred to on the “How to use
this file” page. It is also the “Area interest profile
worksheet” (orange page symbol) on the illustration —
“Basic approach to creating a strategic work plan.”

z Below are links to files that contain the topics in this blue
print. The files can be used as worksheets. If you want to
use a worksheet, pick the one that best suits your needs.
See the page “Suggestions for downloading files” for help.

z Click text or Inspiration outline to download the topics
and sub-topics that precede the roadmap. It can used
in conjunction with the road map documents below.

z Click text short, text complete, Excel, or Inspiration
outline to download files that contain topics on the
roadmap, the development system, and PD’s view.

z Inspiration file that can be used to enter notes and
work with many of the concepts in this PDF file.
<http://www.inspiration.com/home.cfm>

z Another alternative is to use FastTrack schedule
 <http://www.aecsoft.com/> and import a text file.
This may be the most elegant approach. See the page
after next for a screen shot.

biz/org_ev/interest_profile_work_plan/roadmap_devsys_pdv.isf
http://inspiration.com/index.cfm
biz/org_ev/interest_profile_work_plan/Road_map_outline.txt
biz/org_ev/interest_profile_work_plan/Work_plan_outline.txt
biz/org_ev/interest_profile_work_plan/Work_plan_outline.xls
biz/org_ev/interest_profile_work_plan/pre_road_map_interest_areas.txt
http://www.aecsoft.com/
biz/org_ev/interest_profile_work_plan/pre_road_map_interest_areas.isf
biz/org_ev/interest_profile_work_plan/roadmap_devsys_pdv.isf


Suggestions for downloading files

Position the mouse tip over the link and look at the file name in the
portion of your browser window that displays the URL (e.g.
http://www.google.com/about.html). This link display area is normally
at the bottom of the window.

If the link/URL ends in a document type other than a browser page
(.htm or .html), you may need a special step to get the file
downloaded on your hard drive. If the link ends with .pdf .doc .xls .ins
.txt or .fts then you may need to right click on the link (Windows) or
click and hold until a popup menu appears on a Macintosh.

The command differs by browser and operating system.

Windows:
-Internet Explorer: "Save target as"
-Netscape: "Save link as"

Macintosh:
-Internet Explorer: "Download link to disk"
-Netscape Communicator: "Save this link as"
-Netscape 6: "Save link as"



FastTrack Schedule screen shot



Blue print review to daily work plan

biz/conceptual_resources/authors/peter_drucker/essential/pfdbioted.pdf
biz/conceptual_resources/authors/peter_drucker/mkmmo.pdf
biz/conceptual_resources/authors/edward_de_bono/six_thinking_hats.pdf
biz/conceptual_resources/authors/edward_de_bono/effthinkcourse.pdf
biz/life_management_system/Master_action_list_help.html
biz/strategic_work_plan/blue_print_to_daily_work.html
biz/strategic_work_plan/blue_print_to_daily_work.html
biz/conceptual_resources/authors/peter_drucker/next_society.pdf
biz/life_management_system/master_action_list_help_files/master_action_list_hel_6206.GIF
biz/life_management_system/master_action_list_help_files/master_action_list_hel_6208.GIF


When might I want to 

revisit?

informed

Basic approach to creating 
an "informed" 

strategic work plan

Blue print review

Daily work 
plan 

(includes 
all life 
areas)

Master 
action 

list 
(PIM)

Area 
interest 
profile 

worksheet

What are 
the action 

items

What action

Life design 
thinking 

"canvases"

What are my 
"informed" 

developmental 
desires?

Edward de 
Bono's 

Effective 
Thinking 

Course and 
6 thinking 

hats

Testable work plan 
that leads to our 

"informed" 
developmental 

desires—in all life 
areas

A conscious decision on 
how we plan to allocate our 

lives. This includes all of 
the work modules shown on 
this page and the implied 

re- navigation work.

How can I 
calendarize 
this so I get 
the results I 

want?

Peter 
Drucker

Managing knowledge 
means 

managing oneself

This page is an example of 
what Edward de Bono calls 

"blue hat" thinking. See Six 
Thinking Hats below

Link to help page

created by Bob Embry

10/24/01 8:35 PM Blue print to daily work plan Page 1

biz/conceptual_resources/authors/edward_de_bono/effthinkcourse.pdf
biz/conceptual_resources/authors/edward_de_bono/six_thinking_hats.pdf
biz/conceptual_resources/authors/peter_drucker/essential/pfdbioted.pdf
biz/conceptual_resources/authors/peter_drucker/mkmmo.pdf
biz/life_management_system/Master_action_list_help.html


Beta “software”

This file and the files linked to it is beta
“software.” I have a web page that presents the
status and recent changes to my web site. You
might consider subscribing to the page and
having a notification sent to you.

biz/site_status.html


A short cut

Bob Embry
After you have reviewed this file and its supporting files you might want to see what short cuts are valuable.



3 major components

the "road"

"Road map" for exploring a prototype* blue print for working on organization evolution 

Introduction map
Integrates:
• the organization evolution environment, 
• organization evolution examples, and 
• a process for repeatedly acquiring and 
implementing new mental patterns

Development 
system 

Organization 
evolution 

examples

Development map

Organization 
histories

Examples 
from the news

Ideas and idea 
sources

Master document 
for organizing 
information

Picture of 
developmental 
desires (ideas at 
work)

Idea evaluation 
and 
implementation 
process

Concept 
extraction list

Calendarization 
of information 
resources

Table of contents review 
worksheet

Sample table of contents 
with key points

Sample tables of 
content

Developmental ideas
synthesis of:
• developmental ideas, 
• calendarization steps, and 
• a mental skeleton to hang ideas on

From printed material to work plan

Time management & project 
outline with calendar

Complex document example

Major 
Page

Concept
Key thoughtsBlue print purposeSymbols

These examples 
reside within the 

setting and change 
or shape it

3

4 5

2
1

Detail 
page

Economic content 
and structure

Changing social and 
economic picture

Organization evolution 

setting

See symbol 6 
on next page 
of this road 

map

Small business management 

Why great 
companies fail

A period of 
transformation

Moving through the 
stages of development 

in a world 
moving toward

unimaginable futures

definition

Patterns of
development

5.1

5.2

5.3
5.3.1

5.3.2

5.3.3

5.3.5
5.3.5.1

Mental 
patterns4.1

Linear view of 
organization evolution

* This is a prototype in 
several senses:

1. You can use it to create 
your own blue print and work 
plan for designing your 
strategic work  plan (11).

2. It could be enhanced 
(especially with multimedia)

See elements of symbol 6 on next page of this map

Initial calendarization  example

Warren Buffett

Mental 
developments 
are necessary 
to effectively 
evolve.

The Essential Drucker

5.3.5.1.2

5.3.1.1

5.3.1.6

5.3.4

Management 
planning 
questions

11/2/01 1:35 PM tentative_profile_worksheet.ins (created by Bob Embry) Page 1



senior
managers

Career 
management

Life design
Relationship 
overview:

• Changing social 
and economic 
situation (a period 
of 
transformation);

• Development 
system[#5];

• Management 
principles, 
teaching and 
learning [#6, 
topic 12] ;

• Life design[#8];

• Career 
management [#7]

Blue print 
purpose 
synthesis

Next stepPD's view of 
developmental 
directions

Topic worksheet 
with sources

Exploring the 
individual 
numbered topics

1. Learning 
from IBM

15.  Healthy 
financial 
architecture

Managing oneself

Career work map

Career work plan

Major life 
concepts*

Life area 
thinking and 
calendarization

Model calendars

More detailed 
review of each 
element

Next step choices

Next step 
recommendations

Testable 
strategic 
work plan

Explore other links 
on Bob's web site

9 106 7 8 11

This is an example of a picture of 
developmental desires (5.3.3) on page 1 of this 

map. It is also a relational set of ideas and idea 
sources (5.3.1). It is also a partial mental 
skeleton introduced in symbol 5.3.4.1.2.

outlines for 
other topics 
(copyright 

issues)

12. What it means 
to be a manager 
and what is 
management?

http://www.pfdf.org/leaderbooks/L2L/spring2000/drucker.html

9. Leadership

* Adventures of a 
Bystander 
(Amazon.com)

These are 
examples of 
topics and 
key points 
that could 
make up a 
picture of 
one's 
developmental 
desires.
They could 
also be used 
as templates 
for creating 
your own 
"living" think 
pads (thinking 
canvases) and 
notebook 
(Leonardo da 
Vinci vs. The 
Bright Idea 
and Principles 
of Innovation 
in I&E)

Highest possible level 
(most general) perception 
of your developmental 
desires

customize

What's in 
my tool 
kit?

Every symbol or text snippet on this road map is an 

attention directing and redirecting tool! 
(Look at me, think about me, connect me to other ideas).

Each idea leads us to "Thinking and working outside the box"

6. Information 
challenges

reflection > prisism > refracts

11/2/01 1:35 PM tentative_profile_worksheet.ins (created by Bob Embry) Page 2

biz/sitemap.html


Symbols

� The road map has three kinds of symbols:

� A                 symbol presents a key conceptual
element of the blue print

� A                 symbol presents a supporting or
component element of the blue print

�              symbols can introduce a self-explanatory
idea;  or can group/summarize or connect other
blue print elements



Blue print purpose

� Identify UNSEEN!!! developmental desires,
directions, needs and related areas of work

� Focus attention outside the flow of events and
past experience (our existing mental patterns).
Use information resources to help us "see"

� Begin preparing the mental soil for new and
different strategic situations

� Provide a design and tool kit for working on strategic
organization evolution and organization development.



Key 
thoughts

Is this something I or someone in my 
organization needs to be working on 

or aware of?

Do I need this model--or a variation-- 
in my organization  or life? 

A work 
investment

Multiple 
unknown , 

unimaginable 
futures

5/15/01 5:16 PM Key thoughts (short) Created by Bob Embry



Introduction map

� The next page is a detailed organization evolution
concept map. It shows organization evolution concepts
and some of their connections.

�  You can review the concept map by following the
numbering.

� There is a bookmark in the left pane that will take you
to a script that narrates this map.

� Of particular importance are the ideas of a “radar
screen” (12) and mental patterns (10).

� We are guided/limited by our field of vision and
our mental patterns.

� By necessity these are history based—our
childhood and past experiences

• It is to our advantage to create mental
patterns that direct our actions toward
the opportunities of the present and
future.



inside

inside

inside

working on

core of economic and 
community 

development

3

9

4

10

5

6

7

8

1514

13

12

2

11

1

16

17

18

19

20

Mentally "viewing" the entire life 
story--past and future--of any 

major  organization--IBM, Disney, 
Hewlett-Packard, American 
Express, General Electric or 

Sears

Moving target: both 
the subject matter 

and the 
destinations are 

dynamic and 
evolving.

The 
changing 
social and 
economic 

picture

The evolving 
organization 

of the 
economy

The picture of 
a dramatically 

changing 
world

Components 
of consumer 

choice and life 
design

Organization evolution
---

The stages and patterns of 
development in the life story of a major 

organization

The progression from one 
"stage" and one "time 
period" to the next isn't 
automatic and doesn't 
naturally evolve from 
previous experience, 
departmental work or 
previous stages
---
Observe organization, 
strategic crisis 
stories  in the national & 
world news. Organizations 
with all the "right stuff" 
(money, smart, talented 
people, the popular 
activities, top consulting 
firms).
---
Observe the changing 
composition of the Dow 
Jones Industrial Avg.  over 
the years!

Radar Screen

Blue 
print & a 

set of 
tools

Questions

What do we want to be 
working on ...

What do we need to be aware 
of so we appropriately aim our 

efforts?

What are our unseen 
developmental desires, 

directions, needs, areas of work?

The "surrounding" social and 
economic situation at various 
points in time-1920s, 1940s, 

1960s, 1980s, 2000s, 2020s, or 
2040s. 

Calendarization 
of info resources

Mental 
patterns

Ever changing 
nature of 

knowledge

Productivity 
of knowledge 

and 
knowledge 

workers

Exploration
Areas of 
interest

Homework

Attention 
directing

Tentative 
profile

Strategic 
work plan

Derived 
work 
plan

Topics
Blue print 
elements

Work 
investments

Maps Symbols Thinking 
points

spending 
time

systematic vision 
preparation, 

looking, deciding, 
sequencing 21

5/15/01 5:47 PM Preview intro map Created by Bob Embry



Preview Intro Map Narration    Tuesday, November 7, 2000   2:24 PM    Page 1 of 6

**OPENING COMMENTS**
❏ I’m going to start

with some preliminary
comments that
are necessary
to provide
a background
for exploring the
ORGANIZATION
EVOLUTION,
WORK INVESTMENT blue
print.

❏ The nature
of what we’re exploring
is complex
and we’re going to need
a map
that depicts a view
of the terrain.

❏ Its the first document
following the list of contents.

It has “Preview intro map” at
the bottom.

❏ As I’m narrating this map,
I’ll give you
a general location on the page
and then a symbol number
so you can follow along.

For example,
I’ll say
map location,
top center,
symbol 12.

In this case,
it refers to
radar screen.

You can think of this map
as a
long-range,
mental radar screen.

**WHAT WE’RE DOING**
❏ This is a preview

of a blue print
for working on

what I call,
organization evolution.

❏ It is the result
of over 18 years
of full time work
seeking out
the best
management and investment
related
thinkers
in the world.

❏ Organization evolution is
the movement
through the stages of
development
and in time.

Inside a world
moving in time.

A world moving toward
unimaginable futures.

And that’s futures in the plural
sense.

❏ From one viewpoint
it is an adventure
in creating
and responding to
a changing world.

❏ People
who have been able to
harness this movement
have been very well rewarded.

And that’s a major
understatement.

❏ Organization evolution begins
now
because it implies
alternative
directions or paths
with alternative destinations
along the way.

❏ The clock is always ticking
on the need
to be at a different stage.

❏ This blue print is not a
prescription.

❏ Everybody’s path should be
unique.

❏ The blue print is a tool
for enhancing and choosing
the composition of our mental
radar screens
at various points in time.

It helps us find
and fill the blind spots
the future always brings with
it.

❏ The full exploration of the blue
print
is just a
systematic way
of looking
and deciding
whether its topics and features
fit a participant’s interests.

❏ As we’re doing
this preview
you might want to
mark your areas
of interest
on each document,
including the
preview intro map
and the preview contents list.

When we’re finished
you’ll have a partial,
tentative profile
of your interest
in organization evolution.

❏ These are not necessarily
things to implement.

They are things to ask
“what does this mean
for our organization and for
me?”.

❏ Also
it is to our advantage to ask

Unimaginable futures
Who in 1900, 1920, 1940, 1960 or whenever could have imagined the futures ahead of them?It might be informative to compare Reg Jones (voted the most respected business leader in the US) agenda with that of Jack Welch. 

Forbes
Check out Forbes 400. Consider the fate of many of Wal-Mart and Home Depot's local competitors.
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a bigger question:
“what does the overall concept
of organization evolution
mean for our organization and
me?”.

❏ And then “what other
questions
does this lead us to asking?”.

❏ These questions
should put new insights
on our mental radar screens.

❏ To this point I’ve
defined organization evolution,
mentioned the time factor,
and explained that the blue
print
is a systematic tool
for managing our mental radar
screens.

Our radar screens
are one of the major
determining factors
in our future.

**PREVIEW ROAD MAP**
❏ Now, I'm going to make

some additional preliminary
comments
that form the foundation for
reviewing the documents
that comprise the blue print.

❏ **PRELIMINARY
TOPICS LIST**
▲ In the preliminary

comments we’re going to be
➯ Creating a basic

mental picture of
organization evolution
and its surrounding
environment.

➯ Then we’ll be looking at
the
blue print concept
and its multiple views.

Following that,
we’ll look at

its connection to
mental patterns,
our radar screens,
changing knowledge,
home work, executive
development
and finally the use of
maps.

**GETTING A FRAME OF
REFERENCE**
❏ We are going to start by

creating a foundational mental
image
of the organization evolution
definition
mentioned earlier.

❏ I’d like you to
briefly look at
two of documents I sent.

They are the 5th and 6th
documents.

❏ The first
is the changing social and
economic picture

and then the
basic organization of
yesterday’s economy.

❏ These documents
are intended to create
an external frame of
reference.

❏ The first diagram is a
conceptual picture
of a dramatically changing
world
at different points in time.

❏ The imagination exercise
at the top center
and the examples
to the left of it
will give you the basic idea.

❏ The second diagram
is a structural picture

of the economy
at a point in time.
In other words, a
snap shot picture of the
components
of possible consumer choice,
at a point in time.

❏ These two diagrams are inter-
related.

❏ A different version
of the economic map
could be fit inside
each of the little boxes
on the changing social and
economic map.

❏ Let me know when
you're ready to proceed.

❏ ••[PAUSE, WAIT FOR THEM
TO BE READY]••.

❏ The two documents you just
viewed
are shown at
map location:
top center,
symbols 1 and 2
on the preview intro map.

❏ Now I’d like to
add one more element
to this mental picture.

❏ Map location:
center right,
symbol 3.

❏ I’d like you to consider the
major stages
that organizations like
IBM, Disney, Hewlett-Packard,
American Express,
General Electric or Sears
have passed through over their
lives.

❏ There are the size stages--
from two people working in a
garage
to multi-division organizations.

biz/org_ev/blueprint/dev_system/oe_examples/orghistories.pdf
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❏ There are areas of business
stages.

In IBM’s case
they moved from time clocks
to punch cards,
to mainframe computers,
to a vast array of business
solutions.

❏ And there are quite a few
other stages
that could be mentioned.

❏ In fact, many of the troubled
organizations
that we learn about
in the news
almost daily
are frequently organizations
with all the apparent right
stuff.

Companies like IBM, Sears, or
Levi Strauss.

They have money,
smart, talented people,
all the popular activities such
as
marketing,
strategic planning,
quality,
human resources,
executive development,
plenty of MBAs and Ph.D.'s,
and the assistance
of some of the top consulting
firms.

Doesn’t this point to the need
to be at a different stage?.

❏ **ORGANIZATION
EVOLUTION NOT
AUTOMATIC**
▲ One of the reasons

something like the blue
print is needed
is that the progression isn't
automatic

map location:
far left, top,
symbol 14,

and doesn't naturally
evolve
from previous stages
or previous experience.

▲ Organization history
demonstrates that
something very different is
natural.

❏ **SYNTHESIS**
▲ The point

of bringing together
these three elements--
the changing social and
economic picture,
the evolving
composition and structure
of the economy,
and the idea of stages--
is that organization
evolution aims
at a moving target in
multiple senses.

▲ Map location:
upper left center,
symbol 4.

▲ It is this movement
that puts organization
evolution
at the core
of economic and social
development.

Map location:
upper right hand corner.

▲ It is organizations
that have given us
new and different
social and economic
choices.

❏ **STRATEGIC WORK
PLAN**

▲ And this movement
suggests
the need for a strategic
work plan
that takes the dynamic
nature
of the challenge
into consideration.

▲ Map location:
lower right corner,
symbol number 5.

**BLUE PRINT AND SET
OF TOOLS FOR WORKING
ON  ORGANIZATION
EVOLUTION**
❏ The illustrations in the preview

bring together a blue print
and set of tools
for working on organization
evolution.

❏ Map location:
lower center,
symbols 6,
and dead center,
symbol  7.

❏ **MULTIPLE VIEWS**
▲ Just like an architectural

blue print
this blue print has multiple
views.

❏ **TOO COMPLEX FOR
MANY
ORGANIZATIONS**
▲ This blue print

is probably too complex
for the vast majority of
organizations,
but it shows the nature of
the
organization evolution task
and creates a view.

▲ Its up to every organization
to find a way
to adapt the idea

biz/org_ev/blueprint/dev_system/oe_examples/orghistories.pdf
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expressed by the blue print
to their situation
and developmental desires.

**CALENDARIZATION OF
INFO RESOURCES*
❏ Working on organization

evolution
can be seen as
the calendarization
of information resources.

❏ Map location:
lower right center,
symbol 8.

❏ This calendarization shifts
and focuses our attention

map location:
lower right,
symbol 9,

away from routine work
and the past
and tries to
repeatedly create new mental
patterns.

map location:
lower left center,
symbol 10.

❏ Calendarization is the process
of working ideas into our lives.

❏ This alters our existing radar
screen

map location:
top center,
symbol 12

**MENTAL PATTERNS**
❏ Our radar screen

is a mental pattern
composed of
our mental patterns.

map location:
left center,
symbol 10.

❏ Briefly, these are
what we see and think
and what we assume the world
to be.

❏ **EXPLANATION OF
MENTAL PATTERNS**
▲ As an example,

today’s popular culture
could be thought of
as a mental pattern.

▲ Suburban lifestyle
is a mental pattern
and Home Depot both
responds to it
and helps create it.

▲ Hip-hop music,
its dress style,
and mannerisms are
mental patterns.

▲ Sports and industries
have their mental patterns.

▲ Napster represents a
mental pattern
and their opposition
the music, publishing,
and film industries
represent other mental
patterns.

❏ **THE TENSION
BETWEEN EXISTING
MENTAL PATTERNS &
FUTURE
APPROPRIATENESS**
▲ The difficulty

with our mental patterns is
that
they were formed in the
past
in past situations
and are rarely appropriate
to the future.

▲ Also our mental patterns
wall us in.

▲ The future means change--
unimaginable change.

And new mental patterns.

▲ In fact,
any,
genuinely important
discussions with colleagues
that aren’t controversial
may signal
that yesterday’s
mental patterns
are being employed

because yesterday
is what has been accepted
by most everybody.

▲ **CHANGING
KNOWLEDGE**
➯ One of the important

factors
driving changes
is the ever changing
nature of knowledge.

map location:
top center,
symbol 15.

➯ Knowledge as a
means to obtain
social
and economic results.

➯ Almost every day
ABC evening news
devotes
about 5 minutes of their
program
to new developments
driven by changing
knowledge.

**THE BLUE PRINT AND
NEW MENTAL
PATTERNS**
❏ Change,

means acquiring new mental
patterns

Calendarization example
Click inside the blue, dotted line rectangle to see an example of the beginning of the info resource calndarization process.If you have a problem with the Acrobat linking, try pasting the following URL in your browser: http://members.aol.com/bobembry2/inforesources/clndrzinforesource.pdf

biz/conceptual_resources/authors/peter_drucker/clndrzinforesource.pdf
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and that's what the blue print
is about.

❏ The blue print

is about identifying
what we want to be working
on
that we don't know
we want to be working on.

❏ Map location:
lower left corner,
symbol 16.

❏ And also what do we need to
be aware of
so that we appropriately aim
our efforts.

❏ So the blue print organizes
and systematizes
a means
for identifying areas of
unseen developmental desires,
unseen developmental work
and new mental patterns.

**CREATING A
TENTATIVE PROFILE**
❏ During the exploration of the

blue print

map location:
lower right,
symbol 18

participants are identifying
areas
that fit their
long-term interests and
circumstances.

❏ These are areas
they might want to assign
to someone in the organization
to do some further homework.

map location:
lower right,
symbol 19.

❏ When we're finished
they have a tentative profile

map location:
lower, far right,
symbol 20

of the areas
they're interested in pursuing.

❏ This is the foundation
for both a strategic

map location:
lower right,
symbol 5,

and derived work plan.

❏ These are the new areas
on their radar screen

map location:
very top center,
symbol 12.

**HOMEWORK**
❏ One important idea

is that the people
in an organization
have to do this work
themselves.

map location:
lower right corner,
symbol 19.

❏ It is the only way
they can get
from where they are
to where they want to be.

❏ And that isn't necessarily
to be better engineers,
better accountants, or
better sales people.

**MAPS**
❏ Before looking at the blue

print illustations,
I want to explain something
about diagrams.

❏ One of the reasons for using
them
is that they help us to focus
our attention at a particular
point.

❏ It may be useful
to think of these
as
maps or blue prints.

map location:
bottom center,
symbol 21.

❏ Maps have symbols
that stand for something.

❏ Once we know what the
symbols stand for
they act as reminders.

❏ Also each symbol
can be a thinking point.

❏ A point that is the origin
that stimulates other thoughts.

❏ Also they also allow our brain
to see,
to see things differently
and to make mental
connections.

❏ Making connections
is a crucial part
of organization evolution.

❏ For any symbol
there may be a need
for additional details
or information beyond
what's shown on the map.

❏ These details can be presented
in sub-maps.

❏ A good analogy might be a web
page
and the other pages
that are linked to it.
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❏ The preview intro map

we’ve been exploring
sits above
the top
document symbol
on the
document relationships
diagram.

**RECAP OF
INTRODUCTION**

❏ Okay,
I’m finished with the
preliminary portion.

❏ I mentioned that organization
evolution
symbol 7
is our central theme
and
the blue print
symbol 6
is a wide-angle view
of the conceptual WORK
INVESTMENTS
needed to move
the organization
through the non-automatic
"stages" of development

symbol 14, top left corner
and symbol, 4, 7 and 3 across
the center

and in time
inside a society and economy
moving toward unimaginable
futures.

symbols 1, 15,
and 2 across the top.

❏ I mentioned that we repeatedly
need
new mental patterns
in order to decide
what to work on and aim for.

symbols 10 and 16 lower left
quadrant.

❏ Without intervention,
we work on the familiar
with the familiar.

❏ The blue print
symbol 6
provides that intervention.

❏ And then I mentioned
the importance of
people in the organization
doing this work
--making these WORK
INVESTMENTS.

symbols 13 and 19 lower right.

❏ We can condense
much of
what I just said
into
the three questions:

symbol 16, lower left corner.

❏ All three of these questions
are based on the assumption
that, by necessity,
the future
and our next major stages of
development
will be substantially different
from
our previous foundation.

map location:
right center,
symbol 3.

❏ These three questions
help determine what’s on our
radar screen

symbol 12
at the
very top center.
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The following was extracted from Chapters 5
and 6 of Edward de Bono's Thinking Course. I
have omitted a substantial amount of
explanatory text. The purpose of this
information is just to introduce the idea of
mental patterns.

PERCEPTION AND PATTERNS

What is the main purpose of thinking?

The main purpose of thinking is to abolish
thinking.

The mind works to make sense out of confusion
and uncertainty.

The mind works to recognize familiar patterns
in the outside world.

As soon as such a pattern is recognized the
mind switches into it and follows it along-
further thinking is unnecessary.

It is not unlike driving a car. As soon as you
reach a familiar road you can stop figuring it
out from the map, using a compass, asking for
directions or even reading road signs. In a
way, our thinking is a continuing search for
these familiar roads that make thinking
unnecessary.

PATTERN MAKING

The mind (in perception) provides a means
whereby incoming information gets organized
into a pattern.

Once a pattern has been formed then the mind
no longer has to analyze or sort information.
All that is required is enough information to
trigger the pattern. The mind then follows
along the pattern automatically in the same
way a driver follows a familiar road. So any
vague movement along the road at a certain
speed is instantly treated as an approaching
vehicle.

There is another important characteristic of
the patterning system of the mind. Unless
there are competing patterns, then anything
remotely similar to the established pattern
will be treated just as if it were that
pattern. It is not unlike the watershed into a
valley. Unless there is a competing valley,
water which falls quite far away will end up at
the center of the valley. This is what we might
call "the centering of patterns."

PATTERN CHANGING

In the previous section we looked at the
marvelous system the brain has for creating
and using patterns. This allows us to make
sense of the world and to live.

Without such a system, life would be
impossible.

The main purpose of the brain is to be
brilliantly uncreative. And so it should be. But
from time to time a change of pattern is
required. This is difficult because we do not
really have any mechanisms for doing this. In
the political sense we have the extraordinarily
wasteful and inefficient "clash" system. In
science and thought we have tended also to use
this method- for lack of anything better.

In medicine most of the major discoveries
have come about through chance observation,
accident or mistake. This is hardly surprising
because, in a system as complex as the body,
systematic search is not possible. Once the
"break" has occurred then the scientific
method can follow through with its analysis
and development.

In terms of the mind, the mechanisms for
pattern changing are mistake, accident and
humor. It is difficult to see what other
mechanisms there could be. Working within
existing patterns will not itself lead to new
patterns.
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HUMOR

It has always amazed me how little attention
philosophers, psychologists and information
theorists have paid to humor.

Humor is probably the most significant
characteristic of the human mind.

It tells us much more about how the system
works than does anything else. Reason tells us
very little and we can devise reasoning
systems with pebbles, beads on an abacus,
cogwheels or electronics. But humor can only
occur in a self-organizing patterning system
of the sort we find in human perception.

Humor involves the escape from one pattern
and the switching into another.

Below, I have drawn a major track or pattern
and a side track.

It is a characteristic of patterning systems
that as we move along the main track the side
track is, for the moment, inaccessible (for an
explanation of this see my book The Mechanism
of Mind). So we go shooting past along the
main track.

In the pun type of humor the double meaning of
a word is used as the pattern switching device
to force us along the side track.

Consider the following pun:

"Bob Hope had a bad Christmas. He was only
given three golf clubs. What is worse is that
only two of them had swimming pools."

The other mechanism of humor is shown in the
next drawing. In this mechanism we are taken
to an apparently unreasonable point and
suddenly see our way back. For example:

"The conductor came into the coach. The young
man began to search frantically for his ticket:
top pockets, trouser pockets, back pocket,

coat on the rack, briefcase and everywhere.
After a while the conductor took pity on him
and extracted the ticket from the young man's
mouth where it had been all along. When the
conductor had left, another passenger asked
the young man if he felt foolish. 'Not at all,'
said the young man, 'I was chewing the date
off the ticket'."

HINDSIGHT AND INSIGHT

The pattern switching that we observe in
humor is exactly the same process that occurs
in hindsight and insight. We switch to a new
pattern and suddenly see that something is
reasonable and obvious. In hindsight any
creative idea must be logical-otherwise we
could never accept it as having value. The
mistake we make is to assume that since it is
logical in hindsight then the better exercise
of logic could have got us there in the first
place. This mistake is only made by people who
do not understand the nature of patterning
systems.



Development system

� The next page is the master development system.

� It integrates:

� the organization evolution “setting” or environment
(3a)

� organization evolution examples (3b), and

� a process (3c) for repeatedly acquiring and
implementing new mental patterns (mentally
connect to road map symbol 4.1)

� It is very complex

� Each of the symbols is what I consider a major
thinking point, concept, or reminder.

� The idea is to present a complete mental picture

� For the sake of this exploration we’ll be paying attention to
the  three major components on the road map —symbols 5.1
through 5.3—to cover the same ground

� If you want to explore the master development system map,
bpnar1.pdf can be your tour guide

biz/org_ev/blueprint/bpnar1.pdf
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The Essential Drucker
The Essential Drucker: Coherent and fairly comprehensive Introduction to Management.See Amazon.com or Barnes and Noble for more info.



Development system (symbols 5.1 through 5.3)

� This is a simplified version of the master development system
blue print (viewed previously)

� The diagram is made up of three essential components (5.1, 5.2,
and 5.3).

� Each of these components in numbered on the road map.

� The first two elements, are the background understanding
we need for effective organization evolution and
development work

� the setting in which organization evolution takes place

� some organization evolution examples.

� The third element

� first asks what developmental concepts do we want
and need—5.3.1?

� then  it provides the tools (5.3.2-.4) for

• visualizing the concepts,

• organizing the information related to them,

• and an implementation process that puts the
concepts and the work associated with them in
somebody’s calendar system and daily work plan.



Changing social and economic picture

� The next document is the “Changing social and
economic picture”.

� The vast majority of today’s products and services
will reach the height of their success in an alien
world—a world for which they weren’t designed. At
some point, it won’t be possible to adapt these
products and services to make them fit new realities.



"This too shall pass"

Unimagined futures:

r  Horse & buggy -> automobiles -> sport utility vehicles
r  Dirt roads -> paved roads -> interstates. 
r  Traffic accidents.
r  Wagon trains -> rail roads -> truck & planes.
r  Punch cards -> main frames -> personal computers
r  Pony express -> today communication system
r  TV & computers born.
r  Divorces skyrocket
r  Married women in the outside workforce
r  Household size shrinking
r  Medical improvements. Life expectancy increasing. 
r  ?? -> Viagra -> ?? social impacts
r  Rural to urban shift
and on and on ...
The world hasn't stopped moving! 
The dramatic shifts aren't over.

Imagination exercise:

r  If each of the boxes below were a social and economic 
world that you could step into and look around, what would 
you see? Try using movies and books set in each time period.
r  Would the contents of each be the same?
r  How would people's lives have changed? 
r  How would your neighborhood (5/10/15  minutes away) 
have changed? 
r  How does this compare with other neighborhoods? 
r  What does this mean for you, your organization, your 
associates, and your family?
r  How has this perception been worked into your calendar?

1800 1850 1900 1950 Today Your outer 
limit of 

concern

1965 1980 Future 
view 1

Future 
view 2

Changing social 
and economic 

picture

"A Century of Social 
Transformation" in 
Managing in a Time of 
Great Change or The 
Essential Drucker 
by Peter Drucker

Intervening periods—how do 
they compare with each other?

Adventures of a Bystander
"It deals with people and events that have struck 
me (Peter Drucker)—and still strike me— as 
worth recording, worth thinking about, worth 
rethinking and reflecting on, people and events 
that I had to fit into the pattern of my own 
experience and into my own fragmentary vision 
of the world around me and the world inside me."

The Age of Discontinuity
See the preface to the 
paperback edition and the 
original preface for a 
discussion on the term 
"discontinuity"

"These challenges don't 
arise out of today."
Introduction.
Management Challenges 
for the 21st Century 

See  the term 
"political (or social) 
ecology" in Preface 
to Men, Ideas, & 
Politics  by Peter 
Drucker. We are all 
embedded in this 
social ecology

Copyright © 2000 Bob Embry. All rights reserved

Guidance
To navigate these time dimensions we need some assistance -- because we've never been to the future or rarely to advanced stages of development.We need some information resources as well as some information. We need to decide what to do. See the development system.

Financial investing
See http://homepage.mac.com/bobembry/studio/biz/conceptual_resources/authors/warren_buffett/warrenbuffett.pdf for some long-term financial thinking.See "The new speculation in common stocks" in the appendix to the Intelligent Investor by Ben GrahamSee Drucker on growth industries as financial investments in “Management: Tasks, Responsibilities, Practices”

Jazz: social ecology example
NPT Broadcasts Ken Burns' JAZZTake the subject of "Jazz," give documentary filmmaker Ken Burns ("The Civil War," "Baseball") access to just about everything we know about this innovative music form - then back him up with nearly 20 hours of public television's prime-time schedule and one of the most exciting web sites in broadcasting. Through JAZZ, Ken Burns does more than tell the story of Jazz music; he immerses the viewer into the Jazz scene introducing them to the world events, instruments and personalities that influenced the music. "JAZZ is the instrument Burns plays to tell the story of the 20th Century," said NPT President and CEO Steven M. Bass.With 75 interviews, more than 500 pieces of music, 2,400 still photographs and more than 2,000 archival film clips, the series follows the growth and development of Jazz: from the gritty streets of New Orleans to Lincoln Gardens on Chicago's Southside, where Louis Armstrong first won his fame; from Prohibition-era speakeasies to the wide-open clubs of Kansas City; and, from the elegant Roseland Ballroom on Times Square, where only whites were allowed to dance, to the more egalitarian Savoy Ballroom in Harlem, where race was no barrier. Throughout this musical journey, some of America's most original, most creative and most tragic personalities emerge, including Jelly Roll Morton, Nick LaRocca, Bix Beiderbecke, Duke Ellington, Benny Goodman, Louis Armstrong, Billie Holiday, Charlie Parker and Miles Davis. Viewers who crave additional Jazz information need only to click to the companion JAZZ website at www.pbs.org/jazz The site features clips from the series, interviews, biographies of Jazz artists, and a Jazz Lounge where visitors may learn to play a bit of Jazz. Also, a listing of the best recordings in Jazz history, a Jazz exchange that explores the impact of popular culture on Jazz, an exploration of the places where Jazz music came of age, a section for educators and a page designed for children.What will the availability of this information mean for the future of the world? What is its impact on the social ecology?

http://www.census.gov/population/www/pop-profile/profile1999.html
Bob Embry
Click on the blue box below to see America from the Great Depression to World War II documented in pictures. 

http://lcweb2.loc.gov/ammem/fsowhome.html
biz/conceptual_resources/authors/peter_drucker/next_society.pdf
Bob Embry
The Next Society

Bob Embry
Population profile of the United States 1999



Economic content and structure

� The next document is “The basic organization of
yesterday’s economy”.

� This is our terrain and its useful to be familiar with it.

� It is a sub-map of the symbol “Global economic
structure and evolution” on the master development
system diagram.

� bpnar1.pdf contains a brief explanation plus a
supplemental narrative that runs about 10 minutes and
an even longer narrative that could last close to an
hour.

� Organizations are the components of this map and
their production capacity explain our material
standard of living.

� A different version of this map sits inside each of the
different boxes on the changing social and economic
picture diagram.

biz/org_ev/blueprint/bpnar1.pdf


The basic organization of today’s economy

Distribution
Channels

Consumer
design &
marketing

  Consumers
Basic

resources Inputs
Standard

of
living

To whoever needs whatever

Government

Taxes

Taxes

Spending Service
Organizations

Global Dimension

Knowledge dimension

Substitutions
• Janitor in a drum
• Accountant / draftsman on a disk
• Blue collar labor in a box

New possibilities
• Bio-tech
• Information & communication

North America

Pacific Rim

Western Europe

Underdeveloped world

NPO's
---

"Human
change"

organizations

Other stuff
"needed" to
make it work

Demand
schedule

yesterday's

"The stepladder is gone, and there's not even the implied structure of an
industry's rope ladder. It's more like vines, and you bring your own
machete."   Peter Drucker, Managing in a Time of Great Change

Created by
Bob Embry
615.794.7364

Realities:
business,
market,
knowledge, &
new

11/19/1999 5:13 PM Today's economy (Insp) -1-

biz/conceptual_resources/authors/warren_buffett/warrenbuffett.pdf
Bob Embry
Demand schedule.A way of getting a mental grasp of this page is to start with a day in your life and explore its connections to the economy. What did you do? What did it entail? Where did it come from? What had to be done to get it to you? What are your aspirations for this economic element? Would you acquire more if your income went up? What other satisfactions do you desire? How much would you pay -- how many hours of work?Now pretend you did this a hundred years ago. How good would your foresight have been?



Consumer demand map

Areas of 
spending

What might 
happen in the 

future

• Household spending
• Clothing
• Health spending
• Transportation 
   Vehicle 
   Operations & maintenance 
   ParkingEtc.

• No Change
• Increased per Capita Consumption  of the Same
    -More frequent usage
    -Larger quantity per use
• More Varied Usage
• Trickle down from class to mass
• Change in meaning / mood
• More Augmentation
• BetterIndividual Fit
• New & Different Vehicles-same satisfaction
• Different  Product/Service which offers a 
newsatisfaction
• Longer List of Expenditure Items
• New Categories

• Activity that causes the purchase 
• Objective of the purchase 
• Importance of the purchase 
• Desired changes 
• Buying process 
• Quality aspects  
       Features  
       Reliability  
       Lack of defects  etc. 
• Desired product

Things to 
know about 
the product 
or service 

Think about how 
different this 
would look in 

1900, 1920, 1940, 
1960, 1980, 2000

Copyright © 2000 Bob Embry. All rights reserved
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Unimagined futures   Saturday, December 16, 2000   1:16 PM    Page 1 of 1
Every few hundred years throughout Western
history, a sharp transformation has occurred.

 In a matter of decades, society altogether
rearranges itself-its worldview, its basic
values, its social and political structures, its
arts, its key institutions.

Fifty years later a new world exists. And the
people born into that world cannot even
imagine the world in which their grandparents
lived and into which their own parents were
born.

Our age is such a period of transformation.

Only this time the transformation is not
confined to Western society and Western
history. Indeed, one of the fundamental
changes is that there is no longer a "Western"
history or a "Western" civilization. There is
only world history and world civilization.

Whether this transformation began with the
emergence of the first non-Western country,
Japan, as a great economic power or with the
first computer-that is, with information-is
moot. My own candidate would be the GI Bill
of Rights, which gave every American soldier
returning from World War II the money to
attend a university, something that would have
made absolutely no sense only thirty years
earlier at the end of World War I. The GI
Bill of Rights and the enthusiastic response to
it on the part of America's veterans signaled
the shift to a knowledge society.

In this society, KNOWLEDGE IS THE
PRIMARY RESOURCE for individuals and
for the economy overall. Land, labor, and
capital-the economist's traditional factors of
production-do not disappear, but they become
secondary. They can be obtained, and obtained
easily, provided there is specialized knowledge.
At the same time, however, specialized
knowledge by itself produces nothing. It can
become productive only when it is integrated
into a task. And that is why the knowledge
society is also a society of organizations:

THE PURPOSE AND FUNCTION OF
EVERY ORGANIZATION, BUSINESS
AND NONBUSINESS ALIKE, IS THE
INTEGRATION OF SPECIALIZED
KNOWLEDGES INTO A COMMON
TASK.

biz/conceptual_resources/authors/peter_drucker/clndrzinforesource.pdf


Organization histories

� Click here to download an Acrobat (.pdf) file that
contains summaries of the life stories of several
major organizations—Nike, RCA, Hewlett-Packard and
Wal-Mart.

� These summaries show the organization moving
through the stages of development and in time—inside
a world moving in time.

� It is their evolution that has changed our consumer
choices and had an impact on our life design (road map
symbol 8)

� The  PURPOSE of these stories is to create a mental
pattern (4.1) for entire life stories and a world moving
in time—a macro view mental pattern. It also offers
an opportunity to make the mental connection
between the changing needs of an organization and its
management—see PD’s view of developmental
directions (6)

biz/org_ev/blueprint/dev_system/oe_examples/orghistories.pdf


Patterns of development

� The next diagram shows Sears and IBM’s major
patterns of development

� This is another view of the idea of a picture of
developmental desires.
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Time clocks Punch cards

Main frame 
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and 
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Vast 
array of 
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solutions

Organization evolution
Areas of changes:
• Work
• Size
• Degree of change
• Time between major events

9/15/00 2:22 PM Patterns of development -1-

See HP life history
Hewlett-Packard May Seek Deal for ConsultantsSeptember 11, 2000By ANDREW ROSS SORKINHewlett  is in negotiations to acquire the consulting unit of PricewaterhouseCoopers for as much as $20 billion, executives close to the talks said yesterday.These executives cautioned that the talks were at a delicate stage and could still break down.If reached, the deal would reshape Hewlett- Packard into a full-service computer hardware manufacturer and consulting services company, mimicking the successful business model of I.B.M., which was developed by its chairman and chief executive, Louis V. Gerstner Jr., himself a former consultant at McKinsey & Company.Like most of its competitors, Hewlett-Packard has been seeking to increase its consulting services business, which is a considerably higher margin business than selling computer hardware.Last year, Cisco Systems acknowledged the importance of the consulting world, taking a $1 billion stake in KPMG Consulting. The consulting group has specialized in providing what it calls "e-business services" to a client list that includes blue-chip companies and the Pentagon, the State Department and Yale University. And this summer, Hewlett- Packard formed its own alliance with Cisco to offer consulting services to enterprise and service-provider customers. Sun Microsystems also has its own consulting arm.Traditional computer companies like Hewlett-Packard are hoping that by expanding their business to include consulting, they will gain long- term servicing contracts to manage the implementation and integration of their hardware and software.



Linear view of organization evolution

� The next document titled organization evolution is a
time based blue print view of organization evolution.

� It shows some of the elements I’ve presented to this
point.

� Symbol 8, upper right hand corner and symbol 9, lower
left corner present some key thoughts.
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world moving in time. A 
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What's on our "radar" screen? (Picture of developmental desires)
* To get from "here" to "there," 
we have to define "there." 
* We can only define "there" 
using our existing mental 
patterns. 
* "There" keeps changing. 
* Getting to new "theres" 
requires new capabilities. 
Capabilities that never existed 
before.
*  When do we need to be 
"there" and when to we need to 
start?

(see #6)

Created by Bob Embry 615.794.7364
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Examples from the news

� Click here to download an Acrobat PDF file that contains a
collection of organization evolution articles that recently
appeared in the news.

� The purpose of these articles is to:

� Create more detailed mental patterns for stages, organization
situations, unpredictability, vulnerability of both operational
experience and MBA thinking and tools.

� Create breadth of vision and a view of the growing complexity of the
world.

� The previous section on organization histories takes a wider
angle view.

� In reading these article it would probably be helpful to:

� Ask, “how prepared are we?” to deal with the issues raised in each
article

� Superimpose these examples on the changing social and economic
picture and economic structure diagrams. Try superimposing them on
the world of 1900 or 1950 and see what happens or link them to
James Burke’s Connections series—http://www.google.com/.

� These article were collected over a period of maybe two years. What
would have been the content of a similar collection of 20 articles 15
years ago?

� Ask, “what elements in PD’s view (road map symbol 6) would help us
prosper from these developments and changes?”

� Examine the likely outcome from defensive reactions

biz/org_ev/blueprint/dev_system/oe_examples/newsexamples.pdf


Why do great companies fail?

Unparalleled track 
record of success

No gap between 
expectations and 

performance

Contentment with 
performance

Inability to escape the past!

Accumulation of 
abundant 
resources

A view that 
resources will win 

out
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substitute for 

creativity

Optimized 
business system

Deeply etched 
recipes

Vulnerability to 
new rules

Inability to invent the future!

Success confirms 
strategy

Momentum is 
mistaken for 
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Failure to 
"reinvent" 
leadership

Figure 5-2
Competing for the 
Future by Gary 
Hamel and C.K. 

Prahalad

12/4/00 1:43 PM Why great companies fail -1-



Warren Buffett

� Click here to download an Acrobat PDF file that
contains a collection of Warren Buffett articles that
appeared in the news or were on his web site

� I’ve included these articles because organization
evolution work is closely related to informed
investment work.

� Contents of the Acrobat file

� Long term discussion of the stock market

� Future stock market expectations

� Buffett scolds ‘giddy’ tech investors, Wall Street

� Hard times ahead for newspapers

� Ben Graham. Also see postscript to Ben Graham’s
The Intelligent Investor (fourth revised edition)

� Opposition to repealing the estate tax

biz/conceptual_resources/authors/warren_buffett/warrenbuffett.pdf


Concept symbol 5.3.1 ideas (concepts) and idea
sources.

� These are the substance of organization evolution,
growth and development. These are the substance of
forming new mental patterns and our own growth and
development. In practice these are unique to the
situation—not a recipe.

� The topics in the document titled PD’s (Peter
Drucker) view of developmental directions (road
map symbol 6) are some examples of these
ideas/concepts.

� More examples in my tables of contents file

� An important element in this concept is the
critical issues confronting us.

biz/conceptual_resources/toc_reviews/tables_of_contents.html
Bob Embry
This is very important. Be sure to download and explore the toc2.pdf file and look at the critical_issues.html 

biz/org_ev/blueprint/dev_system/dev_map/ideas_and_sources/critical_issues.html


Small business management

� The next diagram is a basic map of small business
management.

� It serves a purpose similar to PD’s view (road map
symbol 6) that we will explore later

� For small businesses that desire to remain so it might
only need to be augmented by a table of contents
review.

� For small businesses that are more ambitious it could
be the first stage, followed by some work with The
Essential Drucker and PD’s view could be a prototype
for a later stage.

� Laying the three side by side would form a tentative
organization evolution developmental path.

biz/conceptual_resources/toc_reviews/tables_of_contents.html


examples

1973 
prototype for 

small business 
management 

The top person knows who the few people are in 
the organization in whom responsibility for key 
results rests without having to consult the 
records or any of his associates. 
Top person knows:
* what their assignments are
* their backgrounds, 
* their previous assignments, and how well they 
have performed in them. 
* what they can do and their limitations--or at 
least thinks so. 
* what their next assignment is likely to be. 

This means that the key group is a small one.  
Regardless of title and position, it can hardly 
exceed twelve to fifteen people

1111 Must think 
through a 
strategy 

which gives 
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2222 Organize and 
structure the 
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From Peter Drucker's 
Management: Tasks, Responsibilities, Practices, 
Chapter 54
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Xerox SP)

Edward de 
Bono mental 

patterns & Sur/
petition

Created by Bob Embry
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Sample Tables of Content

Tuesday, February 2, 1999  2:23 PM Page 1

Managing In A Time Of Great
Change
❏ Preface
❏ Interview: The Post-Capitalist Executive
❏ Management

▲ The theory of the business
▲ Planning for uncertainty
▲ The five deadly business sins
▲ Managing the family business
▲ Six rules for presidents
▲ Managing in the network society

❏ The information-based organization
▲ The new society of organizations
▲ There’s three kind of teams
▲ The information revolution in retail
▲ Be data literate; know what to know
▲ We need to measure, not count
▲ The information executives need

today
❏ The economy

▲ Trade lessons from the world
economy

▲ The U.S. economy’s power shift
▲ Where the new markets are
▲ The Pacific Rim and the world

economy
▲ China’s growth markets
▲ The end of Japan, Inc.?
▲ A weak dollar strengthens Japan
▲ The new superpower: The

overseas Chinese
❏ The society

▲ A century of social transformation
▲ Its profits us to strengthen

nonprofits
▲ Knowledge work and gender roles
▲ Reinventing government
▲ Can the democracies win the

peace?
❏ Conclusion

▲ Interview: managing in a post-
capitalist society

The Borderless World — Power and
Strategy in the Interlinked Economy
❏ Preface
❏ An inside-out view of macroeconomics
❏ The equidistant manager
❏ Getting back to strategy—creating

value for customers
❏ Do more better
❏ The China mentality
❏ Getting rid of the headquarters

mentality
❏ Planting for a global harvest
❏ The global logic of strategic alliances
❏ “Lies, damned lies, and statistics”
❏ The FX (foreign exchange) empire
❏ Development in a borderless world

❏ A steady hand
❏ Epilogue
❏ Declaration of interdependence toward

the world—2005
Frontiers Of Management
❏ The future is being shaped today
❏ Interview
❏ Economics

▲ The changed world economy
▲ America's entrepreneurial job

machine
▲ Why OPEC had to fail
▲ The changing multinational
▲ Managing currency exposure
▲ Export markets and domestic

policies
▲ Europe's high-tech ambitions
▲ What we can learn from the

Germans
▲ On entering the Japanese market
▲ Trade with Japan: the way it works
▲ The perils of adversarial trade
▲ Modern prophets: Schumpeter or

Keynes?
❏ People

▲ Picking people: the basic rules
▲ Measuring white collar productivity
▲ Twilight of the first-line supervisor?
▲ Overpaid executives: the greed

effect
▲ Overage executives: keeping firms

young
▲ Paying the professional schools
▲ Jobs and people: the growing

mismatch
▲ Quality education: the new growth

area
❏ Management

▲ Management: the problems of
success

▲ Getting control of staff work
▲ Slimming management's midriff
▲ The information-based organization
▲ Are labor unions becoming

irrelevant
▲ Union flexibility: why its now a must
▲ Management as a liberal art

❏ The Organization
▲ The hostile takeover and its

discontents
▲ Five rules of successful

acquisitions
▲ Innovative organization
▲ The no-growth enterprise
▲ Why automation pays off
▲ IBM's Watson: vision for tomorrow
▲ The lessons of the Bell breakup



Sample Tables of Content

Tuesday, February 2, 1999  2:23 PM Page 2

▲ Social needs and business
opportunities

❏ Social innovation—management's new
dimension

The Changing World Of The
Executive
❏ A society of organizations
❏ Executive agenda

▲ Inflation-proofing the company
▲ A scorecard for managers
▲ Helping small business cope
▲ Is executive pay excessive?
▲ On mandatory executive retirement
▲ The real duties of a director
▲ The information explosion
▲ Learning from foreign management

❏ Business performance
▲ Delusion of profits
▲ Aftermath of a go-go decade
▲ Managing capital productivity
▲ Six durable economic myths
▲ Measuring business performance
▲ Why consumer's aren't behaving
▲ Good growth and bad growth
▲ The re-industrialization of America
▲ The danger of excessive labor

income
❏ The non-profit sector

▲ Managing the non-profit institution
▲ Managing the knowledge worker
▲ Meaningful government

reorganization
▲ The decline of unionization
▲ The future of health care
▲ The professor as featherbedder.
▲ The schools in 1990

❏ People at work
▲ Unmaking the nineteenth century
▲ Retirement policy
▲ Report on the class of 68
▲ Meaningful unemployment figures
▲ Baby boom problems
▲ Planning for redundant workers
▲ Job as a property right

❏ The changing globe
▲ The rise of production sharing
▲ Japan's economic policy turn
▲ The battle over co-determination
▲ A troubled Japanese juggernaut
▲ India & appropriate technology
▲ Toward a new form of money?
▲ How westernized are the

Japanese?
▲ Needed: a full-investment budget
▲ A return to hard choices

❏ The matter of business ethics



Sample Table of Contents with Key Points

Tuesday, February 2, 1999 2:40 PM Page 1

The poverty of economic theory
❏ What creates wealth?
❏ Economics hasn’t worked.  Whatever we tried has failed
❏ Political leaders have no economic theory  they can trust.
❏ The economics of tomorrow

The transnational economy
❏      To maintain a leadership position      in any one developed country, a business—

whether large or small—increasingly has    to attain and hold leadership positions     in all
developed markets worldwide

❏ Transnational push of small and medium sized businesses
❏ Worldwide boom in transnational direct investments

From world trade to world investment
❏ World trade is slowing
❏ World investment is booming
❏ Trade is becoming dependent on investment
❏ Not possible to maintain substantial market standing in an important area unless one

has a physical presence as a producer.  Otherwise, one will soon lose the “feel” of the
market

❏ Major force behind world investment is human resources
❏ Have no theory for an international economy that is fueled by world investment rather

than by world trade
❏ Have no law for this new world economy
❏ Need to develop international law for the position of world investment in case of war
❏ Increasingly, world investment rather than world trade will be driving the international

economy
The lessons of the U.S. export boom
❏ The winning products and their makers have some features in common
❏ The world market is a “foreign” market only in terms of trade statistics
❏ Bigness in not an advantage
❏ Need to be skillful in managing foreign exchange exposure and thus to avoid foreign-

exchange losses
❏ Exporting and manufacturing abroad complement each other
❏ Knowledge rather than national boundaries defines today’s developed markets.  And

at the same time the importance of the national economy and of the structure of the
home market
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Example of a table of contents review

Outline HFA Imp. When Who Dates Notes
Issues

• Column info
• Notes Is this 

related 
to HFA?

Importance 
to __ ? See 
Preface, 
Managing 
for the 
Future by 
Peter 
Drucker

Structurally speaking, 
when should we work 
on this? Needs to be 
customized

Who should have 
primary 
responsibility for 
this issue/topic? 
Connect to 
“Playing in the 
information base 
orchestra”

Specific 
action dates

• Column choices yes
no

1-Major
2
3-Marginal
4-None

• Immediate 
investigation
• Need to rework
1-Foundational
1a-Understanding
2-Abandonment
1b-Org understanding
1c-Implementation
3-MFR

Thought person
Action person
People person
Public person
Missouri person
Conductor
Score writer
First trumpet
First violen• Some management planning 

questions
• Do commonly used 

industry terms govern an 
organization’s future?

• Managing For The Future Some essays 
have been 
omitted for 
brevity’s sake.

• Preface 
• Interview: Notes on the 

post-business society
• Economics
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Example of a table of contents review

Outline HFA Imp. When Who Dates Notes
• The poverty of 

economic theory
• The transnational 

economy
• From world trade to 

world investment
• The lessons of the 

U.S. Export boom
• People
• Management
• The organization
• Afterword: 1990s and 

beyond
• Critical issues

• Under-population of the 
developed countries

Japan, Europe, 
North America

• The productivity of 
knowledge and knowledge 
workers

• Knowledge dynamics Obsolence; The 
knowledge that 
matters is 
subject to rapid 
and abrupt 
shifts



Concept extraction sources

Introduction
Below are some relatively short essays, articles, and chapters that contain some seemingly (because the future is
unknown) important general concepts. With the exception of the first two topics, they are arranged in an order
beginning with society and ending with individual self-development. The topics in the middle deal mostly with
individual organizations. The numbers at the end of each title identifies its source from the source list.

The general idea is to identify, extract, organize, and consciously decide what to do about these concepts. I have some
suggestions on how to do this. Additionally, you could set up a reminder to re-read these articles periodically. The first
time you read them you’ll probably establish some new mental patterns. Then you’ll begin to filter your daily
exposures (conversations, news events, general observations etc.) in a different way. When you re-read you’ll probably
develop an even different set of mental patterns/perceptions. It may be an endless cycle.

Titles
1. The Effective Decision #1 & #3 (Part 3, Chapter 3)

Decisions are where everything comes together. A couple of the things that set effective decisions apart from
other decisions is that they concern really important matters and that they are actually put in practice (maybe
with some adjustment) while the time is right. If you intend to adopt his ideas, it might be a good idea to create
a synthesis of all his work on effective decisions.

2. Developing Management and Managers #9 (Chapter 33)
3. About the Drucker Foundation  #2 (First page of the book)
4. The New Society Of Organizations #1
5. What Is Management? #1 (from the essay Management and the World’s Work)
6. The Future That Has Already Happened #1
7. The Coming Of The New Organization #1
8. Introduction: Toward The New Organization #2
9. Thinking Differently #4 (Chapter 12)

10. Introduction to the Executive in Action #8
11. Managing For Business Effectiveness #1
12. The Discipline Of Innovation #1
13. Four Definitions Of Marketing (I can send a fax on this)
14. Post-Capitalist Executive: An interview with Peter F. Drucker #1
15. Interview: Managing in a Post-Capitalist Society #7
16. The Future Of Manufacturing. An exclusive interview with Peter Drucker By Patricia Panchak in Industry Week Publication Date

9.21.1998 (this has an impact on everybody) #6
17. Task Relevant Maturity #5 (Chapter 12)
18. How To Make People Decisions #1 & #3 (Part 4, Chapter 1)
19. Summary On Self Development #3 (Part 5, Chapter 5)

Sources
1. Drucker, Peter F. Peter Drucker on the Profession of Management. The Harvard Business Review book series, 1998.
2. Frances Hesselbein, Marshall Goldsmith, and Richard Beckhard, editors. The Drucker Foundation. The Organization of the

Future. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1997.
3. Drucker, Peter F. Managing the Non-profit Organization. New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 1990.
4. Hamel, Gary and Prahalad, C.K. Competing for the Future. Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 1996.
5. Grove, Andrew S. High Output Management. New York: Random House Inc., 1983.
6. Point browser to http://www.industryweek.com/SpecialSeries/asp/specialarticles.asp?ArticleId=189

---
Alternatively point browser to http://www.industryweek.com/ 
Enter “principles of production” in search box and click Go button. 

7. Drucker, Peter F. Managing in a Time of Great Change. New York: Truman Talley Books, 1995.
8. Drucker, Peter F. The Executive in Action. This book combines three of his previous books: Managing for Results, Innovation

and Entrepreneurship, and The Effective Executive into one volume.
9. Drucker, Peter F. Management: Tasks, Responsibilities, Practices. New York: Harper & Row, 1974.
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The Essential Drucker

� In mid 2001 The Essential Drucker (The best of sixty years
of Peter Drucker’s essential writing on management) became
available. The graphic below provides a brief overview.

� Click here to download an Acrobat file (.pdf) that contains
Peter Drucker’s biography (from the Drucker Foundation
website) and some additional information on “The Essential
Drucker.” If you are unfamiliar with his work or fit the
audience profile, this may be the most important thing you
ever read—a life changing experience!

biz/conceptual_resources/authors/peter_drucker/essential/pfdbioted.pdf


Master document for organizing information
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Management planning questions

� What are we receptive to?
� What are our assumptions concerning…?

� Linearity in organization and personal situations
� The structure of society and economy
� Competition

� Equal footing
� Visibility

� Management (tasks, qualifications)
� The future

� How do our assumptions reconcile with the
information in components 5.1 and 5.2 on the “Road
map”

� Click here to download a set of questions to explore.
Maybe these questions will help focus attention
“outside the box.”

� How could something like this be used as a tool to help
break through the boundaries of previous experience
and success?

biz/org_ev/blueprint/dev_system/dev_map/mpq/mpq.html
Bob Embry
here

Bob Embry
VisibilityThe competitors consciously on your radar screen.



Concept symbol 5.3.4 “Picture of developmental
desires”

� This a diagram--maybe several--that shows the
selected ideas/concepts—see 5.3.1, and their
relationships to each other. An example of this
diagram is “PD’s  view of developmental directions”
(road map symbol 6).



Concept symbol 5.3.5—Idea evaluation and
implementation process

� This is a group of action areas that begin with the
preliminary work of creating a system for working
with ideas in general followed by a process that
begins with a specific idea or information resource
and works it through until it’s on somebody’s daily
work plan.

� The entire group can be viewed on the master
development system diagram at symbol 3c4



Concept symbol 5.3.5.1—Calendarization of
information resources

� The next five pages illustrate the idea of
calendarizing an information resource.

� Calendarizing is a way to force us to design how
something occurs in time (like a project plan) and then
pay attention by putting it in front of us on a
repeated basis (our to do list and schedule).
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Time management & project outline with calendar
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Initial calendarization example

� Click here to download an Acrobat (.pdf) file that
contains a portion of one of Peter Drucker’s essays on
“The New Society of Organizations.”

� This essay has been outlined and modularized for
action identification.

� The idea is to look at each row in the worksheet
and determine whether some action is profitable
and what that action might be and when.

File name
clndrzinforesource.pdf

biz/conceptual_resources/authors/peter_drucker/clndrzinforesource.pdf


Example of a complex document

9/27/00 3:06 PM Complex document -1-



PD’s view of developmental directions

� The next document is “PD’s view of developmental
directions.”

� This is an example of both some developmental
concepts—road map symbol 5.3.1—and a picture of how they
relate to each other. This is a sub-map of the “Picture of
developmental desires” symbol—5.3.3—on the development
system map.

� The idea is to briefly review each topic and decide if it
warrants further exploration.

� This map begins with an implied question: do we want our
efforts to parallel the apparent direction of society—that is
a knowledge society?

� It then proceeds to cover a number of topics ranging from
the changed nature of management’s task down to managing
oneself.

� Following the map is a topic worksheet with sources, two
“concept maps” and text outlines on management and
leadership. The numbers (1, 15, 12, and 9) correspond to
numbers on PD’s view.

� Please see the note on the road map that begins with “These
are examples of topics and key points …”
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PD’s view of developmental directions and three tools

Outline What’s involved? Who Sources
Content

1. Learning from IBM Illustration
2. ◆  Tomorrow’s “hot” issues and how to 

convert them into action
Introduction 
Management 
Challenges for the 
21st Century 

3. ◆  Management’s new paradigms Chapter 1 
Management 
Challenges for the 
21st Century 

4. ◆  Strategy—The New Certainties Chapter 2 
Management 
Challenges for the 
21st Century 

5. ◆  The change leader Chapter 3 
Management 
Challenges for the 
21st Century 

6. ◆  Information challenges Chapter 4 
Management 
Challenges for the 
21st Century 

7. ◆  Knowledge-worker productivity Chapter 5 
Management 
Challenges for the 
21st Century 

8. ◆  Managing Oneself Chapter 6 
Management 
Challenges for the 
21st Century 

9. Leadership Sources: Chapters 14 
& 15 Managing for 
the Future by Peter F. 
Drucker. Also see the 
Foreword in The 
Leader of the Future

10. A society of organizations Chapters 2-5 
Post-capitalist Society 

11. Knowledge: Its Economics and Its 
Productivity

Chapter 10 
Post-capitalist Society 

12. What it means to be a manager & what 
is management?

Chapter 1 
Post-capitalist Society 
and Chapter 21 
Managing in a Time 
of Great Change  and 
Chapter 15 The New 
Realities 

13. Theory of the business Chapter 1 Managing 
in a Time of Great 
Change
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PD’s view of developmental directions and three tools

Outline What’s involved? Who Sources
14. Introduction to the Executive in Action The Executive in 

Action  by Peter F. 
Drucker

15. Healthy financial architecture Illustration
• Requisites of competitive success Chapter 1 The 

Marketing 
Imagination by 
Theodore Levitt

• Money, customers, conscience Chapter 21 Thinking 
about Management by  
Theodore Levitt

16. Planning for uncertainty Chapter 2 Managing 
in a Time of Great 
Change  by Peter 
Drucker

17. Five business sins Chapter 3 Managing 
in a Time of Great 
Change  by Peter 
Drucker

18. Manufacturing of the future http://www.industryw
eek.com/SpecialSeries
/asp/specialarticles.asp
?ArticleID=189

19. Social sector Chapter 9 
Post-capitalist society 
and chapter 22 
“Managing in a Time 
of Great Change” 

20. The five most important questions (for 
a non-profit organization)

http://www.pfdf.org/le
aderbooks/sat/content.
html

21. The educated person Chapter 12 
Post-capitalist Society 
by Peter Drucker

22. The effective executive The Executive in 
Action orThe Effective 
Executive by Peter 
Drucker

23. Career management Illustration
24. TOC (table of contents) review example Illustrations
25. Source text to daily schedule Illustrations
26. Example of a complex document Illustration



Learning from IBM

� THINK about this:
� World’s most profitable company
� $6 billion in R&D
� One of the 100 best places in America to work
� $1/2 a billion in employee education & training
� Major marketing and strategic planning efforts
� Major quality efforts

� If they could get in trouble who is immune?
� What in general was missing? What explains their

difficulty—at the most basic level?
� Why did they have to go outside for a new CEO?

biz/conceptual_resources/vp/gerstner_leaving_ibm.html
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PD’s View of Developmental Directions

Tuesday, March 27, 2001  4:04 PM Page 25

(12) What it means to be a
manager & what is
management?
❏ What it means to be a manager

▲ When I (Peter Drucker) first began to
study management, during and
immediately after World War II,
➯ A manager was defined as “someone

who is responsible for the work of
subordinates.”

➯ A manager in other words was a
“boss,” and management was rank
and power.

➯ This is probably still the definition a
good many people have in mind when
they speak of “managers” and
“management.”

▲ But by the early 1950s
➯ the definition of a manager had

already changed to
➯ one who “is responsible for the

performance of people.”
▲ Today, we know that that is also too

narrow a definition
➯ The right definition of a manager is one

who “is responsible for the
application and performance of
knowledge.”

❏ All managers do the same things whatever the
business of their organization.
▲ Bring people—each of them possessing a

different knowledge—together for joint
performance.

▲ Make human strengths productive in
performance and human weaknesses
irrelevant.

▲ Think through what are “results” in the
organization—and have then to define
objectives.

▲ Think through what I call the “theory of
the business,” that is, the assumptions on
which the organization bases its
performance and actions, and equally, the
assumptions which organizations make to
decide what things not to do.

▲ Require an organ that thinks through
strategies, that is, the means through
which the goals of the organization
become performance.

▲ Define the values of the organization, its
system of rewards and punishments, and
with its spirit and its culture.

▲ Managers need both
➯ the knowledge of management as work

and discipline, and
➯ the knowledge and understanding of

the organization itself, its purposes, its
values, its environment and markets,
its core competencies.

❏ Its evolution & history teach that it is a few,
essential principles
▲ Joint human performance

➯ Management’s task
★ Make people capable of joint

performance
❒ Strengths effective
❒ Weaknesses irrelevant

➯ This is what organization is all about
▲ Management is embedded in culture

➯ In developing countries, the manager’s
basic challenge
★ Find and identify building blocks

that can be used in how they
manage
❒ Tradition
❒ History
❒ Culture

▲ Direction
➯ Commitment to …

★ Common goals
❒ Clear
❒ Public
❒ Often reaffirmed

★ Shared values
➯ Without commitment there is no

enterprise, there is only a mob
➯ Objectives

★ Simple
★ Clear
★ Unifying

➯ Mission  — big enough & clear enough
to provide common vision

➯ Management’s job … those objectives,
values, goals
★ Think through
★ Set
★ Exemplify

▲ Growth and development
➯ As needs and opportunities change
➯ The enterprise …

★ Learning and teaching institution
★ Training and development

❒ Built into all levels
❒ Each of its members
❒ Never stops



PD’s View of Developmental Directions

Tuesday, March 27, 2001  4:04 PM Page 26

▲ Communication and individual
responsibility
➯ Enterprise is composed of people of…

★ Different skills
★ Different knowledge
★ Doing many different kinds of

work
➯ All members need to think through

what  they …
★ Aim to accomplish

❒ Make sure associates
✔ Know
✔ Understand

★ Owe to others
❒ Make sure associates

✔ Understand
✔ Approve

★ Need from others
❒ Make sure associates

✔ Know what is expected of
them

▲ Performance
➯ Neither quantity of output nor

“bottom line” is by itself an adequate
measure of management and enterprise

➯ Built into …
★ Enterprise
★ Its management

➯ Measured or at least judged
★ Diversity of measures (just like

human health or performance)
★ Areas crucial to a company’s

performance and survival
❒ Market standing
❒ Innovation
❒ Productivity
❒ Development of people
❒ Quality
❒ Financial results

➯ Continuously improved
▲ Outside results

➯ The single most important thing to
remember
★ Results exist only on the outside
★ Inside an enterprise, there are only

costs.
➯ Business

★ Satisfied customer
➯ Hospital

★ Healed patient
➯ School

★ Student learned something
★ Puts it to work ten years later
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NOT ENOUGH GENERALS WERE
KILLED

Lessons
❏ Leadership must and can be learned
❏ Leadership personality, style, traits don’t

exist
▲ Don’t have “charisam”

What leaders know
❏ Leader has followers
❏ Results are leadership

▲ Not being loved or admired
▲ Followers who do the right thing

❏ Set examples
❏ Leadership is responsibility
How leaders behave
❏ Ask “What needs to be done?”
❏ Ask “What can and should I do to make a

difference?”
▲ Something that

➯ Needs to be done
➯ Fits the leaders strength and ways

of being most effective
❏ Constantly ask “What are the

organization’s mission and goals? What
constitutes performance and results in
this organization?”

❏ Tolerant of diversity in people. Intolerant
of person’s performance, standards, and
values

❏ Not afraid of strength in their associates
▲ Andrew Carnegie’s epitaph

❏ Mirror test
▲ The person they see in the mirror in the

morning
➯ Kind of person they wanted to be,

respect, and believe in
Leaders are not preachers; they are doers

The WW I was a war of total military
incompetence. Why? Because not enough
generals were killed; they stayed way
behind the lines and let others do the
fighting and dying
Delegation
❏ Delegate many things
❏ Leaders do not delegate the one thing that

… They do it.
▲ only they can do with excellence
▲ will make a difference
▲ will set standards
▲ they want to be remembered for

Opportunities to learn about leadership
Book is for leaders in all sectors
Sections of the book
Challenge
❏ What in my organization could I do that

would truly make a difference?
❏ How can I truly set an example?
---

NOT ENOUGH GENERALS WERE
KILLED

I have been working with organizations of all
kinds for fifty years or more-as a teacher and
administrator in the university, as a
consultant to corporations, as a board member,
as a volunteer. Over the years, I have
discussed with scores-perhaps even hundreds—
of leaders their roles, their goals, and their
performance. I have worked with
manufacturing giants and tiny firms, with
organizations that span the world and others
that work with severely handicapped children
in one small town. I have worked with some
exceedingly bright executives and a few
dummies, with people who talk a good deal
about leadership and others who apparently
never even think of themselves as leaders and
who rarely, if ever, talk about leadership.

The lessons are unambiguous. The first is that
there may be "born leaders," but there surely
are far too few to depend on them. Leadership
must be learned and can be learned-and this, of
course, is what this book was written for and
should be used for. But the second major

Source
By Peter Drucker in The Leader of the Future. See Drucker Foundation
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lesson is that "leadership personality,"
"leadership style," and "leadership traits" do
not exist. Among the most effective leaders I
have encountered and worked with in a half
century, some locked themselves into their
office and others were ultragregarious. Some
(though not many) were "nice guys" and others
were stern disciplinarians. Some were quick
and impulsive; others studied and studied again
and then took forever to come to a decision.
Some were warm and instantly "simpatico";
others remained aloof even after years of
working closely with others, not only with
outsiders like me but with the people within
their own organization. Some immediately
spoke of their family; others never mentioned
anything apart from the task in hand.

Some leaders were excruciatingly vain-and it
did not affect their performance (as his
spectacular vanity did not affect General
Douglas MacArthur's performance until the
very end of his career). Some were self-
effacing to a fault-and again it did not affect
their performance as leaders (as it did not
affect the performance of General George
Marshall or Harry Truman). Some were as
austere in their private lives as a hermit in
the desert; others were ostentatious and
pleasure-loving and whooped it up at every
opportunity. Some were good listeners, but
among the most effective leaders I have
worked with were also a few loners who
listened only to their own inner voice. The one
and only personality trait the effective ones I
have encountered did have in common was
something they did not have: they had little or
no "charisma" and little use either for the
term or for what it signifies.

All the effective leaders I have encountered-
both those I worked with and those I merely
watched-knew four simple things:
1. The only definition of a Leader is someone
who has followers.

Some people are thinkers. Some are
prophets. Both roles are important and
badly needed. But without followers, there
can be no leaders.

2. An effective leader is not someone who is
loved or admired.

He or she is someone whose followers do the
right things.

Popularity is not leadership. Results are.

3. Leaders are highly visible. They
therefore set examples.

4. Leadership is not rank, privileges, titles,
or money. It is responsibility.

Regardless of their almost limitless diversity
with respect to personality, style, abilities,
and interests, the effective leaders I have
met, worked with, and observed also behaved
much the same way:

1. They did not start out with the question,
"What do I want?" They started out asking,
"What needs to be done?"

2. Then they asked, "What can and should I
do to make a difference?"

This has to be something that both needs to
be done and fits the leader's strengths and
the way she or he is most effective.

3. They constantly asked,

"What are the organization's mission and
goals?

What constitutes performance and results
in this organization?"

4. They were extremely tolerant of
diversity in people and did not look for
carbon copies of themselves. It rarely even
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occurred to them to ask, "Do I like or
dislike this person?"

But they were totatly-fiendishly-intolerant
when it came to a person's performance,
standards, and values.

5. They were not afraid of strength in their
associates. They gloried in it. Whether they
had heard of it or not, their motto was what
Andrew Carnegie wanted to have put on his
tombstone: "Here lies a man who attracted
better people into his service than he was
himself."

6. One way or another, they submitted
themselves to the "mirror test"-that is,
they made sure that the person they saw in
the mirror in the morning was the kind of
person they wanted to be, respect, and
believe in. This way they fortified
themselves against the leader's greatest
temptations to do things that are popular
rather than right and to do petty, mean,
sleazy things.

Finally, these effective leaders were not
preachers; they were doers. In the mid 1920s,
when I was in my final high school years, a
whole spate of books on World War I and its
campaigns suddenly appeared in English,
French, and German. For our term project, our
excellent history teacher-himself a badly
wounded war veteran told each of us to pick
several of these books, read them carefully,
and write a major essay on our selections.
When we then discussed these essays in class,
one of my fellow students said, "Every one of
these books says that the Great War was a
war of total military incompetence. Why was
it?" Our teacher did not hesitate a second but
shot right back, "Because not enough generals
were killed; they stayed way behind the lines
and let others do the fighting and dying."
Effective leaders delegate a good many things;
they have to or they drown in trivia. But they
do not delegate the one thing that only they
can do with excellence, the one thing that will
make a difference, the one thing that will set
standards, the one thing they want to be
remembered for. They do it.

It does not matter what kind of organization
you work in; you will find opportunities to
learn about leadership from all organizations-
public, private, and nonprofit. Many people do
not realize it, but the largest number of
leadership jobs in the United States is in the
nonprofit, social sector. Nearly one million
nonprofit organizations are active in this
country today, and they provide excellent
opportunities for learning about leadership.
The nonprofit sector is and has been the true
growth sector in America's society and
economy. It will become increasingly important
during the coming years as more and more of
the tasks that government was expected to do
during the last thirty or forty years will have
to be taken over by community organizations,
that is, by nonprofit organizations.

The Leader of the Future is a book for leaders
in all sectors: business, nonprofit, and
government. It is written by people who
themselves are leaders with proven
performance records. It can-and should-be
read as the definitive text on the subject. It
informs and stimulates.

The first section of this book looks at the
future of organizations and examines the role
of leaders in the emerging society of
organizations.

The second part of the book gives vivid
accounts of today's and tomorrow's leaders in
action.

biz/conceptual_resources/authors/peter_drucker/clndrzinforesource.pdf
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It then turns to look at leadership
development strategies,

and it concludes with some powerful personal
statements from effective leaders.

This is a book about the future.

But I hope that it will also be read as a call
to action.

I hope that it will first challenge every
reader to ask,

• "What in my organization could I do that
would truly make a difference?

• How can I truly set an example?"

• And I hope that it will then motivate each
reader to do it.



Outlines for other topics (copyright issues)

� For each of the numbered items on “Peter Drucker’s
view of Developmental Directions” I have an
abbreviated outline. If there is sufficient interest, I
will create a summary of each of these topics so that
it is easier to determine what each covers and it is
possible to make an informed time allocation decision.



Career evolution (maybe revolution)

z The next two diagrams:

z Blue print for working on career evolution in a changing
society and economy

z Career evolution tool kit

z These diagrams offer an alternative view to the prevalent
existing model, and provides a model for the emerging world of
work.

z There are three areas of particular emphasis

z A career work map that presents a hierarchy of career and
job work modules.

z Managing oneself refers to chapter 6 of Management
Challenges for the 21st Century.

z “More and more people in the workforce–and most
knowledge workers—will have to MANAGE
THEMSELVES.They will have to place themselves where
they can make the greatest contribution; they will have to
learn to develop themselves.They will have to learn to stay
young and mentally alive during a fifty-year working
life.They will have to learn how and when to change what
they do, how they do it and when they do it.” Managing
Oneself is a REVOLUTION in human affairs. It requires
new and unprecedented things from the individual, and
especially from the knowledge worker.

z The idea of having a conscious career work plan based on
social and economic reality plus developmental desires.
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Life design concept map

� The next diagram is titled “Life design.”

� Its purpose is to focus attention on three major
dimensions:

� available time

� life area thinking, goals, calendarization

� a whole life concept and its calendarization

� The idea of life design is partially related to the
changing social and economic picture and organization
development (evolution).

� Without cars, refrigeration, air conditioning,
mass production, management, knowledge
specialties and a fairly strong national defense,
our lives would be very, very different.

� Without the jobs these tasks entail we wouldn’t
have the income to afford them.

Bob Embry
See my life design overview page

Bob Embry

biz/life_design/index.html
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Sources of Ideas:Polishing Gifts and Amateurs can be found in the 13th and 14th chapters of Leadership Jazz by Max de Pree (CEO of Herman Miller at the time the book was published)http://www.hermanmiller.com/Adventures of a Bystander:http://homepage.mac.com/bobembry/studio/biz/conceptual_resources/authors/peter_drucker/bystander.pdf---Oprah.com Lifestyle makeovers:http://www.oprah.com/living/lifemake/living_lifemake_expert.jhtmlDr. Phil's Get Real Challenge at homehttp://www.oprah.com/phil/grc/challenge/challenge_your.jhtml
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See picture of developmental desires, Peter Drucker's PD's view of developmental desires and the career work map
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Relationship overview

� The next diagram shows the interactive nature of
concepts you’ve been exploring.
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Adventures of a Bystander

� Click here to download an Acrobat (.pdf) file that
contains several book reviews and table of contents
of Adventures of a Bystander. The reviews were
obtained from Amazon.com

� Superimposing the thoughts expressed in these
reviews on the changing social and economic picture
(5.1.1), economic content and structure, (5.1.2) career
management (7), life design (8), and the material on
mental patterns (4.1) will surely create some new,
valuable mental terrain.

� From the Prologue: “Bystanders reflect—and
reflection is a prism rather than a mirror; it
refracts…

“It (Adventures) deals with people and events that have struck
me—and still strike me—as worth recording, worth thinking about,
worth rethinking and reflecting on, people and events that I had to
fit into the pattern of my own experience and into my own
fragmentary vision of the world around me and the world inside me. ”

biz/conceptual_resources/authors/peter_drucker/bystander.pdf
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Next step (think like a chess player)

Bob Embry
Think several moves ahead
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Next step recommendations

� Work on an understanding and appreciation of mental patterns
� Chapter 4, “Perceptions and Patterns” in Edward de Bono’s Thinking Course
� Chapter 6, in Peter Drucker’s Management Challenges for the 21st Century

the sections beginning with “How do I perform” through “How do I learn”
(pages 168-175)

� Chapter 38, “Managerial Communications” in Peter Drucker’s Management:
Tasks, Responsibilities, Practices particularly the section titled “What We
Have Learned”

� Chapter 37, “Effective Decisions” in Peter Drucker’s Management: Tasks,
Responsibilities, Practices particularly the sections beginning with the “Facts
or opinions?” section and ending at the “Is a decision necessary?” section

� Chapter 1, reality number 6, “What exists is getting old” in Peter Drucker’s
Managing for Results

� Chapter 3, “Learning to Forget” in Gary Hamel and C.K. Prahalad’s Competing
for the Future

� The final chapter, “From Analysis to Perception”, in Peter Drucker’s The
New Realities

� Chapter 40, First 20 paragraphs down to the phrase “What explains this
underuse ...” Management: Tasks, Responsibilities, Practices

� Review the Changing Social and Economic Picture diagram and do the
imagination exercises

� Look at the pattern of your areas of interest and disinterest in the blue print
� Discuss the pattern with Bob Embry (rtebiz@earthlink.net)
� Define your most basic developmental desires and time frame
� Define a big question—maybe two—regarding development
� Review the next step choices flow chart with Bob
� If time permits, more mental pattern and thinking insight: Edward de Bono’s I am

Right,You are Wrong
� Create a “high level” (strategic) development work plan
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SUPPLEMENTAL DOCUMENTS

Table of contents review. List of management related topics or (stages)
http://homepage.mac.com/bobembry/studio/biz/conceptual_resources/toc_reviews/toc.pdf

Management and the world's work. An exploration of management from a wide-angle view
http://homepage.mac.com/bobembry/studio/biz/conceptual_resources/authors/peter_drucke
r/mgtww.pdf

Calendarization example. An introductory example of calendarizing an information resource
along with an exploratory view of the new society of organizations.
http://homepage.mac.com/bobembry/studio/biz/conceptual_resources/authors/peter_drucke
r/clndrzinforesource.pdf

The information based organization. An introductory discussion on the coming of the new
organization
http://homepage.mac.com/bobembry/studio/biz/conceptual_resources/authors/peter_drucke
r/neworg.pdf

Managing knowledge means managing oneself. Some insight into the most fundamental change
in the last century—a change in the human condition .
http://homepage.mac.com/bobembry/studio/biz/conceptual_resources/authors/peter_drucke
r/mkmmo.pdf

OTHER

About the Drucker Foundation. http://www.pfdf.org/about/index.html

Drucker Foundation vision statement 2010. http://www.pfdf.org/about/vision.html

Corpedia is a privately held Phoenix, Arizona based e-learning company that specializes in
Internet-based business management and compliance training. The Company's principal and
founding mission is based on the premise that the key for any business organization in
today's new economy is managing knowledge, which must be effectively developed,
synthesized and integrated in modern corporate strategies. Corpedia is working with
nationally and internationally recognized business leaders and thinkers in a variety of
disciplines to develop and offer Internet-based educational content. The aim is to maintain
and increase the knowledge base of an organization's workforce. With a continuously
expanding Internet knowledge library, Corpedia offers cutting edge solutions for companies
to resolve ever more complex business problems and implement timely corporate strategies
to remain competitive in the information age. The company's Web site is
http://www.corpedia.com

Ninth House Network, the only broadband media network for e-learning, has changed the face
of corporate learning with the creation of an interactive, personalized, and cinematic e-
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learning solution. Through a combination of storytelling, instant advice, personalized virtual
mentors and Hollywood-style role-playing adventures, employees can rehearse and build
critical business and communication skills. Ninth House Network is helping organizations
such as First Union National Bank, Empire Blue Cross and Blue Shield, Media One, the
Department of Justice and Insight Direct leverage individual knowledge into a sustainable
competitive advantage through the creation of a highly effective and competitive workforce.
www.ninthhouse.com

Warren Buffett on future stock market expectations
http://homepage.mac.com/bobembry/studio/biz/conceptual_resources/authors/warren_buffe
tt/warrenbuffett.pdf
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